
 

 

 
 
 
                   
                            
 
 
                    OAO PNZ OIL REFINERY FULL CORPORATE OFFER (F.C.O) 
 
It is a great pleasure to introduce our company to you. We ‘’OAO PNZ OIL REFINERY" is a well-
known register and operating company with the license approved by the Russia Ministry of 
Energy and the department of Justices. Which give us a golden and free pass directly to top Oil 
and Gas Refineries here in Russia, with credible Records, Trustworthiness and fair. We Are Glad 
to Produce Some Strong Offers / Service in Energy petrochemical and non-petrochemical 
products With Suitable Procedures and Negotiable Prices. but only directly with the End 
Mandate, end buyer / decision maker. Prices can be affordable Because Of our direct links to 
Brokers / intermediary involvement and interference. 
  
The Below Products are available and we can supply them on CIF / FOB in ROTTERDAM and 
RUSSIAN PORT. 
 

MAZUT M100-10585-75  

PRICE CIF ASWP: GROSS$ 220/NET $ 210 PRICE FOB ASWP: GROSS $ 200/ NET $ 
190  

D2 DIESEL GAS OIL L-0.2-62 GOST 305-82  

PRICE CIF ASWP: GROSS $ 250/ NET $230 PRICE FOB ASWP: GROSS$ 210/NET $ 
200 

AGO 

PRICE CIF ASWP: GROSS $ 250/ NET $230 PRICE FOB ASWP: GROSS$ 210/NET $ 
200 

JET FUEL JP54  

PRICE CIF ASWP: GROSS$ 44/NET $ 42 PRICE FOB ASWP: GROSS $ 34/ NET $ 32  

JET FUEL JPA1 95/95  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            CIF TRANSACTION TERMS  

 

DELIVERY PORT: 
PAYMENT TERMS: INSPECTION: PRELIMINARY PROCEDURE  

BANKING PROCEDURES:  

AWSP  

MT 103 / TT WIRE TRANSFER ONLY  

SGS, or EQUIVALENT  

Buyer must comfirm allocation availabity through seller/seller mandate company before 
submittion of any document.  

1. Buyer issues company profile, ICPO, passport copy of company CEO and POF.   

2. Seller issues contract for One-year delivery indicating monthly schedule and ETA of 
cargo.   

3. Upon signed back contract buyer and seller jointly finance the cost of shipping to buyer 
discharge port.  

4. Seller ships delivery express shipping to buyer port of discharge.   



 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Upon arrival of product at buyer POD seller bank issues Q&Q by SGS, tank storage receipt 
and injection report to buyer bank to activate SBLC and make it operative.  

 6. Upon confirmation of payment for product quality and quantity seller performs act of 
ownership and re-issue all POP in buyer name as title holder of product in tanks/ship.  

 7. Intermediaries gets their commission as per signed NCNDA.  

Proof of Product  

a. SGS report of quality and quantity.  

b. Tank Receipt for immediate lift able quantity (If Any)   

c. Copy of license to export, issued by the department of the ministry of energy. d. Copy of 
approval to export, issued by the department of the ministry of justice. e. Copy of statement 
of availability of the product. 
f. Copy of the refinery commitment to produce the product.  

g. Copy of Transneft contract to transport the product to the port.  
h. Copy of the port storage agreement. (If product is stored) 
i. Copy of charter party agreement(s) to transport the product to discharge port. j. Bill of 
Lading (and optionally: content of the Master receipts documents)  

 

 

ANDREEVA MARIYA IGOREVNA. 

SALES DIRECTOR 

 
 
 


